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Democracy and
Prosperity, the
new monograph
by Torben Iver
sen and David
Soskice, reads
like your typical
political science
treatise. It con
tains a few regressions, data on
attitudes from the World Value
Survey, median voters, compari
sons of party systems, short histor
ical case studies from the OECD
world, and creative theory trans
fers from the new institutional
economics. However this style of
presentation is deceptive. Capitalism and Prosperity is a power
ful and provocative intervention
in current debates on the past,
present, and future of democratic
capitalism. In a time in which the
political economic debate is being

driven by titles such as Capital in
the 21st Century, How Democracies
Die and How Will Capitalism End?,
Iversen and Soskice, two giants of
comparative political economy,
plead for relaxed optimism. Neo
liberal policies and financializa
tion? In truth, sound measures to
unleash knowledge-based growth.
Growing inequality? A problem of
welfare states, not of capitalism.
Financial and fiscal crises? Con
sequences of insufficient interna
tional coordination. The boom of
right-wing populism? Primarily a
problem of education and regional
policy. To many post-2008 schol
ars of capitalism, this might sound
somewhat bizarre. Structural cri
sis, immanent contradictions and
gradual decay? No – even though
democratic capitalism is in need
of a number of repairs, it is overall
alive and well.
The extensive connections
to contemporary public debates
conceal the fact that Democracy
and Prosperity is a comprehensive
intervention in the defining debate
of political economy. From Locke
to Marx to Hayek, the question of
the compatibility and interplay be
tween democracy and capitalism
is the core issue of the discipline.
And Iversen and Soskice have the
rare ability to weave empirical re
search and theoretical arguments
into a counter-argument that tries
to stand up to widely-held theories
of capitalism. In their view, econo
mists’ worries about the threat to
free markets posed by too demo
cratic democracies and social-sci
entific worries about the threat
to democracies posed by overly
free markets suffer from a sim
ilar fallacy. The relationship be
tween democracy and capitalism
is historically deeply symbiotic,
not antagonistic. This theoretical
intervention, however, is not the
only – perhaps not even the cen
tral – contribution of the book.
Along the way it develops sugges
tions for the improvement of some
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long-standing deficits of compar
ative political economy. The book
integrates recent economic geog
raphy and comparative political
economy by including subnational
political economies, it renews the
theory of Varieties of Capitalism
with respect to the secular rise of
the service economy and the prob
lem of the middle income trap, and
it connects historical research on
democracy, the welfare state, and
capitalism. Many of these analyti
cal moves have been tried before;
but in its density and clarity, Democracy and Prosperity is never
theless a remarkable book – chal
lenging, provocative, and produc
tively irritating.
An Equilibrium-model of
Democratic Capitalism. Through
out the book, Iversen and Soskice
underpin their argument with the
observation that historically advanced capitalist democracies have
been extraordinarily resilient.
Since the First World War, early
capitalist democracies have re
mained structurally stable – “apart
from temporary German and Ital
ian lapses” (p. 4). The development
of a theoretical model explaining
this resilience is the primary goal
of Democracy and Prosperity. The
form of their theoretical approach
should not come as a surprise to
connoisseurs of the work of the
two authors. Iversen and Soskice
develop an equilibrium model
in which aspirational groups of
voters, profit-oriented firms and
growth-oriented nation states keep
each other in check (Figure 6.1,
called “The symbiotic relation
ship”, summarizes this model, see
p. 259). The authors’ claim that it is
only thanks to this particular polit
ical-economic configuration that
significant sections of the popu
lation, nation states, and firms –
more or less deliberately – work
towards the collective good of a
prospering economy and robust
democracy. Without intervention
by nation-states, capitalists would
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tend towards stagnation and
rent-seeking; without aspiration
al voters, governments would de
generate into predatory forms; and
without the creation of sufficient
economic opportunities and state
containment of ‘militant’ labor
movements, populations would
hamper industrial development.
At times, the model seems a bit
economic-functionalistic, which –
to anticipate – it repeatedly is.
For this model to plausibly
apply to the development of the
rich capitalist democracies of the
last 150 years, Iversen and Soskice
have to revise a number of common
assumptions from political econo
my. Their quite detailed thoughts
on (a) the distribution of power be
tween capital interests and nation
states, (b) economic voting, (c) the
politics of economic policy, and (d)
the growth drivers of the last fifty
years are undoubtedly among the
most insightful passages of Democracy and Prosperity.
(a) Throughout the book, the au
thors attempt to expose as a mis
conception the belief that interna
tionally mobile capital limits the
capacity of the nation state. The
opposite may be the case. Histor
ically, capitalist production has
become increasingly skill-intensive and geographically clustered.
Iversen and Soskice have large ag
glomerations of the new service
economy in mind, such as Boston,
London, Hamburg, New York City
and the Bay Area. To the extent
that capitalist firms are dependent
on the resources of these new clus
ters, capital is anything but footloose. And if it is the case that the
balance of power between nation
states and capital interests depends
above all on the credible withhold
ing threats of the latter, political
action should generally be inter
preted as the “democratic choice
of autonomous governments”
(p. 156). In its radicality, this con
clusion seems somewhat absurd in
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view of the library-filling research
on the political influence of capi
tal interests. However, it raises the
exciting question of whether and
when the tendency of new knowl
edge-intensive industries to form
geographical clusters opens up an
unexpected space for political ac
tion against corporate interests.
Think, for example, of the recently
unveiled, surprising capabilities of
the American state to abuse large
IT firms for its security policies.
(b) Iversen and Soskice are also
firmly opposed to the assumption
that voters’ reasoning consists of
short-term cost benefit-calcula
tions. Instead, significant groups
of voters reward parties having a
reputation of being competent pro
moters of the advanced sectors of
an economy. The reasons for this
are personal and family aspiration
al dynamics, as well as a good deal
of long-term rationality. The inclu
sion of meaning-based categories –
such as expectations, reputation,
attributions of competence and as
pirations – in economic models of
democratic elections is instructive
and stimulating. In parts, however,
Iversen and Soskice seem to over
strain the notion of rational choice.
What prompts their meditations
on the nature of economic voting is
the ambition to harmonize the neo
liberal reform wave of the eighties
and nineties with a median voter
model – Thatcher thus acted on be
half of, not in contradiction with,
the enlightened interests of dem
ocratic majorities (pp. 167–171).
The number of behavioral curves
necessary to match model and real
ity, begs the question of whether an
alternative model of representative
democracy would not have been
the simpler way – even if it would
have entailed a reduction in the
economy and elegance of the mod
el as well as its normative thrust.
(c) Iversen and Soskice see a simi
lar level of long-term rationality at
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work in the emergence of econom
ic policies. They criticize the wide
spread economic folk-wisdom that
governments are short-term maxi
mizers of electoral chances and that
democratic governments therefore
tend to act in “irresponsible” ways.
Instead, they argue that parties
try to strengthen their reputation
as ‘responsible’ economic man
agers across election cycles. This
analytical move helps the authors
to explain why self-interested po
litical actors would push through
“painful reforms” that may be in
the long-term interest of economic
development. The authors point to
a bundle of reforms matching this
logic: the massive expansion of
tertiary education since the 1960s,
market-making reforms in the fi
nancial sector, the liquidation of
‘old industries,’ and the reduction
of international trade barriers, i.e.,
the common canon of ‘responsible
economic policy.’ The extension of
models of democratic politics is
packed with interesting observa
tions and insights. Nevertheless,
the question remains if the origi
nal explanatory problem does not
emanate from a simplistic initial
model of representative democra
cy rather than from the behavior
al assumptions within the model.
Here and elsewhere, Iversen and
Soskice are fighting on two fronts
to connect with two heterogeneous
literatures, one from economics
and one from the social sciences.
(d) Lastly, Democracy and Prosperity exposes as a myth the assump
tion that economic development
emerges spontaneously from free
enterprise and markets or from
technological shocks – especially
in the past five decades. In line with
a growing literature in innovation
research, Iversen and Soskice ar
gue that the rise of the knowledge
economy was and is a state-induced
process: “Capitalism was reinvent
ed by democratically elected gov
ernments” (p. 143). It was only
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thanks to their education, invest
ment and competition policies
that rich democracies were able to
develop technological inventions
such as the microchip into cata
lysts for a growth regime. For read
ers familiar with recent innovation
research in the social sciences, this
is not too surprising.1 In contrast
to this literature, however, Iversen
and Soskice do not focus on actu
al innovation policies, for example
by the US Department of Defense,
but on macroeconomic policies.
The causal connection of many of
these policies with economic de
velopment is not readily apparent.
If it is true that financialisation has
primarily pushed firms to realize
short-term results, as document
ed by an extensive research liter
ature, shouldn’t they invest less,
rather than more, in research and
development? Similarly, the au
thors’ assertion that Western states
have tightened their competition
policy regimes since the 1970s (p.
153) amounts to the exact opposite
result of recent economic, legal,
and social science research (Rob
ert Bork influentially criticized
over-enforcement, not under-enforcement, what notwithstanding
might have been a boon to knowl
edge-based growth). Compared to
the model of innovation from Varieties of Capitalism, in which ‘rad
ical innovations’ – fitting the nine
ties – emerge in ‘market-oriented’
regimes, the more recent depiction
seems much more realistic.
Equipped with these premises,
Iversen and Soskice develop inter
pretations of four historical phases
that fit in with their main thesis of a
symbiotic relationship between de
mocracy and capitalism: the emer
gence of capitalist democracies
and Fordism, the emergence of the
knowledge economy and the recent
boom of right-wing populism. For
all periods, the authors try to show
that politically potent cross-class
coalitions have formed to develop
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and stabilize the respective politi
cal-economic regimes – to the ad
vantage of democracy and capital
ism. None of the regimes was essen
tially characterized by a simple class
conflict between capital and labor;
rather, alliances between the capi
tal-owners, educated workers, and
aspirational classes were decisive.
In early democratization
processes, for example, they ob
serve two typical processes. In
countries with fragmented labor
movements, coalitions between
workers, the urban middle class
and the industrial bourgeoisie
formed that supported elite-driv
en democratization processes –
especially to expand accumula
tion-friendly public goods such as
education and sanitation. Iversen
and Soskice call this democrati
zation path protoliberal because it
has led to majoritarian electoral
systems and a comparably modest
expansion of the welfare state. In
countries with well-organized la
bor movements – called protocorporatist – democratization tended
to prevail against the interests of
elites, which explains why more
comprehensive redistributive in
stitutions and systems of propor
tional representation prevailed.
As usual in comparative po
litical economy, the authors depict
the golden age of cross-class alli
ances in Fordism. Fordist regimes
relied on coalitions between the
middle and working classes and
on an arrangement between large
manufacturing companies and a
moderately redistributive policy.
As a result, the interests between
“urban and rural areas, between
large and small cities and between
different quarters in cities” were
held in balance (p. 108). It is pre
cisely these alliances of interests
that have eroded in the knowledge
economy. This erosion, however,
had less to do with a counter-move
ment of capital interests than with
a political reconfiguration of crossclass coalitions in response to tech
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nological change and the exhaus
tion of the Fordist growth model.
Since the 1970s, the well-educated
strata, urban regions, and their
political representatives have split
off not only from the lower mid
dle class and lower class, but also
from suburban and rural areas.
Even if these new alliances were
capable of winning a majority and
were conducive to capitalism, they
have created an opening for popu
list counter-movements. In this re
spect, populism is not a danger in
herent to the new growth regime,
but a problem caused by a lack of
inclusive policies. Thus, more in
clusive regional, educational and
redistribution policies may send
right-wing populist movements
back into insignificance.
Broadband expansion, pub
licly funded tertiary education,
Coding Bootcamps, and Scandina
vian flexicurity instead of “Aufste
hen!” Demands to finally support
the losers in knowledge capitalism
in their ‘catch up’ modernization
are nothing new. However, Iversen
and Soskice show a confidence that
is rather rare in current debates
that the winners of the knowledge
economy will develop an enlight
ened self-interest to get less fortu
nate groups on board or to com
pensate them. And they are equally
optimistic that the repair of con
temporary democratic capitalism
is above all a question of political
will to better distribute its econom
ic benefits. Such optimism presup
poses that there are viable ways
to sustainably compensate for the
imbalances of the knowledge economy. And it presupposes that pop
ulist movements actually feed on a
primarily material dissatisfaction.
In fact, the regional examples of
successful post-industrial restruc
turing selected by Iversen and Sos
kices stand in contrast to at least as
many regions in which ambitious
restructuring programs undertak
en since the mid-1970s to cush
ion the damage caused by massive
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deindustrialization have compre
hensively failed. While the authors
have by no means missed cultural
fault lines in contemporary knowl
edge capitalism, they are confident
that cultural fault lines play second
fiddle. If it is the case that the new
right-wing populism thrives on the
basis of significant non-economic
motives such as xenophobia and
concerns about the loss of social
status, appeals for material com
pensation and cosmopolitan inclu
sion would be of little help.
Democracy and Prosperity and the debate on capitalism.
In my view, much of what can be
criticized about Democracy and
Prosperity can be traced back to
the fact that Iversen and Soskice
connect to extremely heteroge
neous debates and literatures.
Things that may seem particularly
unrealistic to most sociologists are
core assumptions of the econom
ic democracy and capitalism de
bate. While the economic variety
of the thesis of the incompatibility
between democracy and capital
ism rarely figures prominently in
critical social science discourse,
it is enormously influential both
in international scholarly discus
sions and in political debates. The
reference to this debate explains
why the authors assume, without
any further qualification, that in
novations emerge from intensified
competition, that the neoliberal
reforms of the 1980s and 1990s
were unambiguously necessary
and economically appropriate, and
that institutional regimes are stable
when they sufficiently function in
economic terms. The ambition to
connect not only to social scien
tific, but also to economic debates
had arguably already shaped the
Varieties of Capitalism. And almost
twenty years later, it is by no means
clear that this was a profitable
strategy for this now classic work.
It can thus be assumed that
Democracy and Prosperity will
be met with structurally similar
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critique in the social sciences as
Varieties of Capitalism. To some
extent, the authors seem to an
ticipate such reactions. Passages
that sound very economic-func
tionalist – in which the economic
function of certain institutions is
quickly cited as the reason of their
emergence – contain extensive
concessions that emergence only
happened after extensive conflicts,
irrational action, and political ex
perimentation. Such decorations
do not really change the explana
tory logic. Given that Iversen and
Soskice designed a model for the
understanding of 150 years of po
litical and economic history across
the OECD world, their arguments
are suspiciously clean and neat.
One and the same logic of develop
ment fits Great Britain in the late
19th century and in the USA in the
early 21st century? Critical objec
tions will probably be forthcoming
very soon. However, if Democracy
and Prosperity were to succeed in
sparking a debate as lively as the
publication of Varieties of Capitalism, its pointed formulations and
simplifications would have been
more than worth it. If Democracy
and Prosperity is understood as an
argumentative quarry for future
empirical research – instead of a
last word in the debate on demo
cratic capitalism – the book’s po
tential becomes clear.

Endnotes
A German version of this review has been
published with Soziopolis available at
https://soziopolis.de/lesen/buecher/artikel/
crisis-what-crisis
1 The 2011 anthology State of Innovation,
The U.S. Government’s Role in Technology
Development, edited by Matthew Keller
and Fred Block, and the monograph by
Mariana Mazzucato, The Entrepreneurial
State, Debunking Public vs. Private Sector
Myths, published in 2013, offer a good
introduction to recent social science
research on innovation policy.
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The Economics
of Religion in India comes with a
fancy dust jacket.
Gold letters on a
red background
will make it an
eye catcher that
shines out be
tween the more sober covers of
the academic books in our offices.
On the back it carries enthusiastic
endorsements from several of the
most central figures working in
economics of religion and, running
to 304 pages, it weights heavy in the
hand of the reader. There are not
many recent academic books on re
ligion in India from top university
presses and certainly none on the
economics of religion in India. All
this raised my expectations. I was
so looking forward to this book
so much that it is perhaps not sur
prising that I was disappointed on
finishing it. The stakes were simply
too high!
After first giving you an
overview of the content of the
book, I will then explain what are
the highlights and the downsides
of the book. Do not get me wrong,
this is a solid book, and the author
deserves all possible praise for pio
neering the economics of religion
approach in the Indian case – what
I criticize are minor points that
could be taken as points of depar
ture for future research.
The book comes with a
massive nine chapters, structured
around the central questions of the
Volume 21 · Number 1 · November 2019
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his issue is organized around
the theme of Big Data as our
new social world, one that
has been taking shape thanks to three
important recent advances in information technology, all accelerated in
the last few years.
First, there has been an enormous increase in our capacity to
gather and transmit data. Sensor
and communication technology allows the inexpensive collection of
vast quantities of information, aided by the fact that society has been
enticed to communicate and run
its everyday life more and more
digitally. We don’t write letters,
only emails, and we do it on our
GPS equipped smart phones that
sense our location and transmit
our messages instantaneously. Our
cars and appliances have sensors
that communicate with their manufacturer, and automatic license
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plate readers can follow cars in
many big cities and highways,
while cameras in public spaces record every second they see. Many
of these sensors work without us
even noticing them, like high resolution satellite photos that can now
deliver resolutions of 30 centimeters, while others, like our own
digital cameras, require our active
participation by taking the pictures
and then uploading the digital images. Some sensors record physical
properties, like heat sensors at airports picking out passengers arriving with a fever from abroad; others that scan barcodes and microchips are designed to recognize
coded information we must first
create and encode. Recently, many
of these sensors have become tiny,
cheap, as well as more sophisticated in their ability to detect whatever they need to sense. As commuVolume 21 · Number 1 · November 2019

